Client Testimonials (more testimonials on website)

"I couldn't believe it! After a lifetime of ejaculating within a minute (and for the past 5 years losing my erection hardness within one minute as well) I was able to stay HARD AND IN CONTROL for over 10 minutes - just 4 days after my session with Jacqui - and the next time I had sex! It's blown my mind!

Being a medical specialist, I know for sure there is no-one else teaching this! I was amazed at Jacqui's knowledge and insights regarding this subject matter - it is amazing!" Sam - Medical Specialist, NZ

"I always wondered why I could orgasm by myself, but not with a partner during sex. Jacqui explains how our body works in the most simplest of terms and how to stop orgasms from being just a random event." Sandra

"I've been to medical conferences all around the world, searching for an answer to my ED problem which started occurring after prostrate surgery. No medical specialists are able to provide a permanent solution for erectile dysfunction - they have no idea how to solve it.

Jacqui offered a completely different perspective - I am amazed at how well this technique works! Sometimes I lose focus and start losing the erection - but now I know how to immediately get it back! Brian - Medical Specialist, NZ

"Previously I had been to a sexual health specialist (who couldn't help) who then referred me to a urologist, to treat my erectile dysfunction problem. The urologist could only offer simple, basic mainstream medicine which didn't help me at all. The medical profession just don't think outside the square. So I was looking for an alternative when I was sent an article that Jacqui Olliver wrote.

My session with Jacqui was 100x better than the urologist - who was nowhere near the value I got from Jacqui. Jacqui's session was enjoyable, very encouraging and educational. She openly discussed every aspect of my problem and then provided me with a complete sexual strategy. I now have a much better understanding and outlook." Steve, 81

“I was concerned that it would be like “tantric teachings” and therefore of no benefit for ending my sex problems. The more I delved into Jacqui’s website, however, the more convinced I became that she must be a doctor. Then it didn’t matter – I just had to know more about her switching technique!

It was a professional, relaxed and informative session. The benefits are too many to list. Self control!! Jacqui’s switching technique has a much bigger impact than just sexual.” Dave

Update from Dave (next day):

“I haven’t seen my wife enjoy sex that much in many, many years!! New beginnings, new confidence, magic!! Thanks again for your help, now its up to me to practise – what a wonderful thing to practise.” Dave
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